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Abstract

The American Physical Therapy Association’s Vision Statement for the profession is guided by principles of innovation, access, equity, and advocacy, and calls on physical therapists to stretch their influence beyond the walls of the clinic and the individuals they treat. Access and equity are problems that span multiple health care professions and entities; yet, addressing social determinants of health is a paradigm shift that clinicians need continued support to achieve. This article has 2 objectives: (1) to define the Fundamental Cause Theory and the Socioecological Model within the context of physical therapy in order to promote best clinical practice, and (2) to apply the concept of “fundamental interventions” in clinical practice to mitigate the negative impact of downstream effects of social determinants of health across levels of the Socioecological Model—individual, interpersonal, institutional, community, and societal. This theoretical lens provides the conceptual framework necessary for physical therapists to think creatively about ways to change their practice in their own contexts to impact the life of individual patients and transform the movement health of society.

Impact. As health care providers, physical therapists have a responsibility to make every effort to meet the needs of their patients and optimize movement health in society; yet significant structural and systemic barriers often prevent patients from reaching their fullest potential. Clinicians can no longer subscribe to a narrow scope of practice focused on individual attainment of therapy goals. This Perspective discusses Fundamental Cause Theory and the Socioecological Model theoretical frameworks that can help physical therapists develop, test, and implement functional interventions to address the needs of society as a whole.
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Introduction

Since 2013, the American Physical Therapy Association’s (APTA’s) Vision Statement for the profession has been, “transforming society by optimizing movement to improve the human experience.”1 This vision, guided by principles of innovation, access, equity, and advocacy, calls on physical therapists to stretch their influence beyond the walls of the clinic and the individuals they treat. More specifically, the APTA’s guiding principle for “Access/Equity” calls on physical therapists to “recognize health inequities and disparities and work to ameliorate them through innovative models of service delivery, advocacy, attention to the influence of the social determinants of health on the consumer, [and] collaboration with community entities to expand the benefit provided by physical therapy.”1 In the APTA’s 2020 Lynda D. Woodruff lecture, Greg Hicks, PT, PhD, FAPTA stated that the physical therapy profession is “a relatively homogenous group of professionals who exist in a health care system with significant issues related to unequal access and health care disparities based on race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and geographic location [that] to date…has done very little to address this public health concern.”2

Social determinants of health (SDOH) are the societal conditions where people grow up, live, and work and include specific factors such as race and ethnicity, early childhood development, sexual orientation, education, income, food security, housing, transportation, and access to health care.3 Using the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF)4 model, SDOH are often the contextual factors—both personal and environmental—that dynamically interact with the patient’s health condition to influence meaningful activity and participation.4 Although access and equity are problems that span multiple health care professions and entities, addressing SDOH in physical therapist practice is “a relatively homogenous group of professionals who exist in a health care system with significant issues related to unequal access and health care disparities based on race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and geographic location [that] to date…has done very little to address this public health concern.”2

Whereas the historical focus of physical therapist evaluation and treatment has been to individualize plans of care based on the particular needs of each patient,9 this professional vision requires what Reich and colleagues termed “structural competency,”11 or the capability of clinicians to address social determinants of their patients’ health. Structural competency cannot simply be attained by the therapist’s individual commitment to develop it; but requires administrative and institutional support by way of educational interventions, referral networks, and resource provision. Ultimately, the clinician’s ability to recognize and respond to SDOH to effectively increase access and equity for their patients will continue to be hampered under the current model of care delivery with structural and societal mechanisms presently in place (ie, lack of universal health care coverage and limited patient resources including transportation). True change towards a new vision of physical therapist care requires a paradigm shift where teams of clinicians and administrators work together to deconstruct and reconstruct how we deliver optimal care.

The first step in the process of transforming patient care delivery is to reimagine what best clinical practice looks like in physical therapy. Systems-based theory offers a structural framework for this paradigm shift from focusing on solely individual-level patient considerations to incorporating interpersonal-, institutional-, community-, and societal-level considerations into treatment plans. This theoretical lens can shift the perspective of clinicians and their organizations from tailoring interventions towards the individual patient to facilitate meaningful action and change across all levels of patient care, in alignment with the APTA’s guiding principles.

This article has 2 objectives: (1) to define the Fundamental Cause Theory (FCT) and the Socioecological Model (SEM) within the context of physical therapy in order to promote best practice, and (2) to apply the concept of Reich’s “fundamental interventions”11 in clinical practice in order to mitigate the negative impact of the downstream effects of SDOHs at the 5 levels of the SEM—individual, interpersonal, institutional, community, and societal.

FCT: Accessible Resources Lead to Better Health

Developed by Link and Phelan,12–14 the basic principle of FCT is that individuals with higher socioeconomic status (SES) and the communities in which they belong have access to a “superior collection of flexible resources”13 that allow them to avoid disease risks and recover from the consequences of disease. FCT suggests that across time, this increased access to resources results in better health in higher SES individuals. Therefore, “inequalities in health and mortality will persist as long as resource inequalities do.”15 Despite decades of social advances (eg, clean water, sanitation systems) and medical advances (eg, vaccines, intervention options), disparate health outcomes and SES remain strongly associated.15 Among developed nations, this association is especially pronounced in the United States, where nearly 28 million people do not have access to health insurance.16 FCT emphasizes the importance of establishing structural competency in clinical care by making SDOH more visible.

Some models estimate that social, economic, and environmental factors and the behavioral patterns that they cause can account for 80% or more of health outcomes, with medical care accounting for only 20%.7,17 The impact on health outcomes is even greater when patients are influenced by multiple social, economic, or environmental factors. For example, a 2018 study by Goodman et al18 found that Black patients who received a total hip arthroplasty had worse baseline and 2-year follow-up function and pain scores than White patients with the same condition and procedure. Lower functional scores were even more pronounced for Black patients with Medicaid coverage.18 This particular example is important in our current moment, because the terms “race” and “racism” are often used interchangeably and are viewed differently across populations. Chandra Ford et al define race “not as the physical attributes of individuals, but as proxies signaling risk for exposure to treatment that differs on the basis of one’s assigned race,” whereas racism refers to “a system of structuring opportunity and assigning value based on the social interpretation of how one looks (which is what [people] call ‘race’).”17 The results of the Goodman et al study, therefore, clearly demonstrate how the social construct of race places marginalized populations at risk, and how this risk is elevated in context of low SES (ie, Medicaid coverage).
Implications of resource inequality have been on full display during the COVID-19 pandemic. As of January 2021, hospitalization rates for COVID-19 were 4 times higher in non-White and Hispanic groups than in non-Hispanic White people, and Black people have died at 1.6 times the rate of White people. Recommended practices to prevent infection and reduce viral transmission including working from home, social distancing, and self-quarantine20 are only feasible to those with flexible work settings, private transportation, and ample outdoor and living spaces—generally individuals of higher SES. Lower wage jobs, many of which are deemed “essential,” require face-to-face interaction and/or close contact; consequently increasing risk of exposure to the virus.20

**Fundamental Interventions and the SEM**

Physical therapists are often faced with addressing patient access and equity issues as they develop their treatment plans. For example, physical therapists must consider lack of patient insurance when prescribing needed medical equipment or when responding to a patient’s request for fewer visits because of costs incurred by multiple co-pays.21 We also see the consequences of inadequate resources when our patients lack transportation to appointments or adequate social support to ensure safe mobilization at home. These contextual factors, categorized by the ICF model to be personal or environmental, should be addressed by the physical therapist, when possible, to optimize the patient experience.

In response to the issues that the FCT brings to light, Reich and colleagues propose that clinicians should employ fundamental interventions, defined as, “interventions that address the array of social issues involved in the fundamental causes of disease.”11 When physical therapists address the ICF’s contextual factors that impact their patients’ progress, they are employing “fundamental interventions.” Fundamental interventions can be implemented to address basic or complex needs at a variety of levels—from the needs of the individual to the greater needs of society. The SEM presents 5 levels of influence that can impact health: individual, interpersonal, institutional, community, and societal.22 The ICF model, FCT, and SEM can all be used to better understand the dynamic interrelatedness of the health condition (Fig. 1). Contextual factors, whether personal or environmental, influence patients on all levels of the SEM, and functional interventions, derived from FCT, can be employed at all 5 of these levels. Therefore, whereas physical therapist interventions are often functionally employed at the level of the individual patient, it is important to understand that the patient, and consequently their outcome, is influenced by their interpersonal relationships, the institutions where they seek care, the communities in which they live, and societal privileges or constraints that they experience.

The following sections will explore clinical examples that would benefit from fundamental interventions at all 5 levels of the SEM (Fig. 2). Topics addressed here are not exhaustive, but are instead offered to the reader to provide examples of application of the FCT in physical therapist clinical practice.

**Individual Level**

To achieve patients’ treatment goals, the discipline of physical therapy requires commitment to an individual’s diagnosis, prognosis, and development of the plan of care. The clinician’s careful attention to the patient’s concerns, needs, and apprehensions during the subjective history interview is a critical step to establishing a trusting relationship and rapport.23 Yet, without considering SDOH, we miss the full picture of the individual’s story and capacity for rehabilitation. In clinical practice, the first fundamental intervention must be to recognize and measure SDOH and their potential impact on our patients.

Assessment of SDOH should be included in all patients’ subjective history7,8 and subsequently inform the physical therapist’s approach to the objective components of the examination and plan of care. Questions related to measures of the SDOH should be embedded in the physical therapist’s subjective history and documentation. A list of publicly available social health screening tools has been developed by and can be accessed from the Social Interventions Research and Evaluation Network (SIREN).24

**Clinical Example**

The physical therapist’s knowledge of a patient’s limited income and their desire to return to a physically demanding occupation should inform the therapist’s approach to rehabilitation and potentially difficult conversations about alternative occupations that meet the patient’s needs and prognostic function. Facilitating a vocational rehabilitation consult is an example of a fundamental intervention that assists the patient to transition back into a financially stable occupation that aligns with the patient’s functional and potential strengths. Another important fundamental intervention begins with examining the patient’s referral source. If the physical therapist referral was received from the emergency department, it would be prudent for the physical therapist to inquire with the patient further about onset of symptoms, because access to care may have been chronically delayed if the patient does not have an established primary care provider due to lack of insurance coverage. The physical therapist can provide a fundamental intervention by referring the patient to a primary care provider who works with patients who are uninsured or underinsured in their community.

**Interpersonal Level**

Health behaviors such as lack of physical activity and smoking are closely tied to poor prognosis in a multitude of musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, and neuromuscular conditions.23,26 These behaviors and choices are strongly tied to interpersonal relationships and established social norms, many of them strongly tied to SES, race, and cultural influences.23,26 For example, higher rates of smoking in individuals of lower SES have been attributed to reduced social support for quitting, low motivation to quit, and reduced self-efficacy in this population.23 Non-White populations in the United States, especially Black and Native Americans, have endured a long history of discrimination and maltreatment from the medical community, which has contributed to a validated sense of mistrust and skepticism of medical providers.27 Even today, disparate provider diagnostic testing and treatment options for chronic pain28,29 and many other conditions30–32 exist between White and Black patients. Therefore, interpersonal factors around SDOH may contribute to the patient’s ability to trust medical providers and adhere to a particular therapeutic intervention.
Figure 1. Dynamic interaction between the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health Model, the Socioecological Model, and Social Determinants of Health.

Figure 2. Socioecological Model and Fundamental Cause Theory in physical therapy. FCT = Fundamental Cause Theory; PT = physical therapist; SDOH = Social Determinants of Health; SES = socioeconomic status.
Clinical Example

Physical therapist intervention requires verbal and nonverbal communication, close contact, frequent education, and collaboration between the clinician and patient. These interactions play out in real time over days, weeks, or months of rehabilitation. The physical therapist may choose to address any interpersonal challenges by inviting family members or support individuals to attend therapy sessions. Establishing a rapport with the family allows the therapist to understand patient and family members’ goals and ideologies, their understanding of the patient’s therapy needs, and potential barriers more deeply. Therapeutic services are delivered based on the structures of the institutions or organizations in which they belong. The investment of multiple stakeholders with varying perspectives on cost, quality, and value of services makes changing these structures quite difficult. As we have experienced with a mandated shift from fee-for-service to value-based health care during the implementation of the Affordable Care Act, it is the responsibility of our hospitals, clinics, and care centers to demonstrate institutional commitments to implementing policies in ways that alleviate health disparities within their local contexts. To do this, institutions, while balancing operational costs and quality health care, must employ fundamental interventions to address access and equity imbalances.

Institutional Level

Therapeutic services are delivered based on the structures of the institutions or organizations in which they belong. The investment of multiple stakeholders with varying perspectives on cost, quality, and value of services makes changing these structures quite difficult. As we have experienced with a mandated shift from fee-for-service to value-based health care during the implementation of the Affordable Care Act, it is the responsibility of our hospitals, clinics, and care centers to demonstrate institutional commitments to implementing policies in ways that alleviate health disparities within their local contexts. To do this, institutions, while balancing operational costs and quality health care, must employ fundamental interventions to address access and equity imbalances.

Clinical Example

As discussed previously, measures of SDOH are essential to comprehensive physical therapist evaluation and treatment; yet physical therapists must be supported in this endeavor by the administration of their institutional settings. In some cases, this may involve restructuring the electronic medical record system and updating patient intake forms and outcome measures available to staff. Magnusson et al suggest that exploring and incorporating multiple modes of education and follow-up as compared to those who received usual care.

Finally, although economic constraints related to insurance reimbursement are a real and fundamental issue for institutions, especially in privately owned clinical settings, concierge or cash-based physical therapy services stand to further perpetuate the disparity gap. These institutions further reduce the overall number of clinicians who take various forms of insurance and limit access to individuals who have the means to pay at the time of service. Therefore, institutions must be equipped with clear evaluation and treatment guidelines for uninsured and underinsured populations that maintain the financial bottom line. For example, due to the complex and ever-changing rules related to Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement, clinicians often do not have the time or resources to understand the limits of their patient’s insurance. Therefore, leadership can alleviate this clinician burden by advocating for adequate administrative support and providing regular reimbursement-related updates to their staff to optimize billing efficiency. The APTA has developed helpful resources such as Debunking Medicare Myths (and Regulating Your Expectations) that are available to members.

Community Level

The communities and physical environments in which we live directly affect health. Low SES neighborhoods experience worse outcomes including all-cause mortality, cardiovascular health, stress levels, reliance on safety-net providers, substance use, self-perceived health status, and risky health behaviors. Physical therapists must consider the patient’s home structure, access to safe outdoor spaces, and community resources both when executing the plan of care and when preparing the patient for therapy discharge. Yet, the clinician’s ability to truly understand the context of their patients may prove difficult if they have never experienced or worked in these communities.

Clinical Examples

Therapists who practice in small clinics can become familiar with community-based programs and develop partnerships...
with local entities. Those in larger regional therapy centers can estab-
lish referral networks of smaller clinics in surrounding areas that have specific knowledge about low- or no-cost resources in the communities they serve; however, establishing a robust community referral network can seem overwhelming to clinicians operating within the daily constraints of productivity requirements and employee responsibilities—especially for clinics serving multiple cities or regions. Clinics often lack organized referral systems, and in the absence of such systems, place the burden on the patient to seek out additional support upon therapy discharge.48 With administrative support, clinicians can build a centralized list of referral and community-based programs to help their patients maintain their goals upon discharge.38

Communities may also be challenged by geography and limited technological resources. Huber et al define a physical therapist desert as “a community with decreased access based on the lack of outpatient therapy services within the community.”59 Proximity of the physical therapy clinic is of particular importance because physical therapist treatment frequencies are usually much higher (eg, 1–3 times/wk over 12 weeks) than primary care provider visit frequencies (eg, as needed, biannually).30 Use of virtual physical therapist visits has increased significantly during the COVID-19 pandemic—by as much as 1000% in some countries51—and if continued, holds true promise for improving access to physical therapy in rural and/or underfunded communities. With this technological growth potential, clinics should also recognize the barriers technology presents when their patients have limited technology and connectivity options. Use of teletriage methods to determine virtual visit appropriateness, offering flexibility in virtual platform options, and hosting outreach visits in public community centers52 are fundamental interventions that seek to narrow the gap in patient care visit inequities related to geography and transportation.

Societal Level

As health care providers, we are responsible for understanding the systemic structures, legislation, and historical and current policies that enhance or limit access to quality medical care.33 As previously discussed, physical therapists must move beyond a tertiary, individualistic rehabilitation approach8 to develop “structural competency”11 in order to recognize SDOH and provide treatments that better align with the APTA’s guiding principle of access/equity. Through measuring SDOH to inform fundamental interventions, physical therapists have the opportunity to reflect on individual-, group-, and societal-level actions that perpetuate structural racism, classism, and other forms of discrimination. Structurally competent physical therapists will more deeply understand the implications of societal structures and policies that negatively impact vulnerable populations and their response to therapy.

Clinical Examples

Involvement in the physical therapy discipline’s professional organization is one of the most effective ways to contribute to change on the societal level. APTA membership supports advocacy efforts on the national and state levels and provides physical therapists with a platform to voice concerns and access resources. Currently, the APTA is advocating at the federal level to prevent Medicaid cuts and expand physical therapist telehealth services.54 Physical therapists can support this work of promoting and protecting the profession by educating policymakers at their state and local levels. The APTA suggests getting involved in advocacy efforts by hosting a legislator in clinics or facilities, volunteering for local political campaigns, and attending local town halls.55 Clinicians are encouraged to seek Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion training efforts to build structural competence, thereby shifting the focus from individual interactions between the physical therapist and patient to the governmental policies, domestic circumstances, and environmental influences outside of the clinic that impact health.35 A recent blogpost entitled “Founder Letter: 10 Actions You Can Take Now to Support Diversity in Your PT Practice” on WebPT (https://www.webpt.com/)56 and the APTA 2020 Lynda D. Woodruff lecture2 both outline additional practical suggestions for the individual therapist, administrators, and professional organization’s commitments to advance Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion efforts in clinical practice.

Conclusion

As health care providers, physical therapists have a responsibility to make every effort to meet the needs of their patients and optimize movement health in society; yet there are significant structural and systemic barriers that often prevent patients from reaching their fullest potential. With this awareness, clinicians can no longer subscribe to a narrow scope of practice focused on individual attainment of therapy goals. Instead, by using theoretical frameworks, physical therapists can develop, test, and implement functional interventions to address the comprehensive needs of the patient. Accepting this charge requires the collaborative commitments of clinicians, administrators, community members, and policymakers. The physical therapy profession can use the FCT to develop fundamental interventions to improve their patients’ access and equity so they may ultimately achieve successful rehabilitation at every level of the SEM—not only impacting the life of individual patients, but truly transforming movement health in society.
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